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F. No. 19-1 l2O'11 -SCM-CM

To,

The Chief General Managers,

All Telecom Gircles/Districts

Subject: Dealer Gategory restriction in C-TOPUP system.

Reminder

Dated: 1L..01.2016

Kindly refer to the letter of even no. dated 28.12.2015 wherein the circles were
requested to correct the existing C-TOPUP tree available in the system. Circles have to
complete the C-TOPUP tree correction by 14th Jan'16 and send the confirmation for the
same as Pyro will run the patch on the C-TOPUP system for Dealer category restriction on
1Sth Jan'16. The proposed level of restriction as per the previous letter is as given below:-

Now as per the feedback from some of the circles, DSAs/PCOs are taking stocks
form directly from BSNL as well as from CSCs. Therefore, three tier structures may be
created for them. Two more columns may be added to the proposed level of restriction as:-

MASTER DEPT DEPT

SUBMASTER DEPT DEPT

RETAILER DSA PCO

It is again reminded that the Telecom circles/districts may get the C-TOPUP cleanup
process completed by 14th Jan'16 positively, as after the patch gets implemented, the C-
TOPUP number with incorrect category level will be shown as error and no commission will
be payable to them and also circles will not be able to make any corrections in the category
level of those C-TOPUP numbers.

Upendra Bakolia
Addt. cM (s&M)-cM

Copy to:
1. Dir.(GM) for kind Information please
2. GM(Nodal Gentre), All Zones for kind lnformation please and necessary action
3. M/S Pyro, for necessary action

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE AND PROPOSED LEVEL RESTRICTIONS
MASTER REG REG RD DEPT DEPT DEPT DEPT DEPT DSA PCO BA tPI\
SUBMASTER RIrG RD RD RD DEPT STL DSA PCO

RETAILER REG RD RD DEPT STL


